Group B4  
Right to peaceful association

Rita de Cácia Oenning da Silva and Neia Bueno

Work dynamics: The work will take place with coordinated conversation dynamics, where participants will be encouraged to contribute to the difficulties and proposals on the right to peaceful association of children and other homeless people. It will be stimulated the discussion of the fundamental topics, involving questions related to race, gender, sexual orientation, right and permanence in the street - street as a right, etc.

1. Presentation of the theme by the coordinators  
2. Presentation of the presents and approach of the theme from the perspective of the experience of each one. From where comes its relation with the theme  
3. Problems involving the use of the street for kids, teenagers and adults, impediments and persecution  
4. Experiences of good practices of occupying and expressing themselves on the street - peaceful association.  
5. Ways to ensure the right to peaceful association. Ways to express your rights. What can be done to change reality?  
6. Elaboration of the text with important points for the subject with general premises.  
7. Create a document to present - take it to the plenary in both written and spoken form.